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THE JUNCTURE OF BILLIE MAPES
A play in One Act

CHARACTERS
, . . a young girl, 19
,her psychiatrist, 40

BILLIE MAPES ...
JEROME OMBERG

Notes on Stage Directions
and settings
Stage directions and scene settings are left to the imagination of the director, as is the
precise character of the play's transitions. Often, lighting and sounds can be used — or
mime, to suggest, for example, riding on the train. In the original production at Yale
Drama School, Cabaret Theater, March 1969, the set consisted of a real tree within a
wooden frame of a room, a bench and a few chairs. Thus, both office and meadow, train,
drugstore, bedroom et al were created.

THE JUNCTURE OF BILLIE MAPES
(The play begins in Dr. OMBERG'S office which is brightly lit with afternoon
light. A large window, the sounds of traffic several stories below)
OMBERG:

Once upon a time, there was a little, tiny inconsequential girl named Billie
Mape.

BILLIE:

Mapes. M-A-P-E-S. Not "Mape."

OMBERG:

(erasing improper spelling) Sorry. Mapes. Who lived in this contemporary
civilization, Manhattan. Being young, she wanted to do the right thing. So
she set out for college and then, the psychiatrist. Like everyone else in
Manhattan, she had a problem.

BILLIE:

No.

OMBERG:

A question?

BILLIE:

No.

OMBERG:

A feeling of guilt?

BILLIE:

A juncture.
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OMBERG:

Is that an operation of some kind?

BILLIE:

I guess you really don't know until you've had one.

OMBERG:

If you won't explain it, I can't put it down, (continuing to peruse form)
She had the usual past . . . hmm. . . violin . . . reading . . . shorthand! I
could use someone like you around here.

BILLIE:

I was sick of it, and nervous all the time, and for pete's sakes, I hadn't
even gone through my identity crisis. All of a sudden, things began to pile
up. I wanted to smash everything. Throw pies in people's faces. Kick
down walls, and dance in wet cement I was more violent than I'd ever
been in my life. I wanted to start a fight! But I never could have done it.
No exercise — that's the point!

OMBERG:

You don't have very good penmanship.

BILLIE:

(apologetically) I've always been confused.

OMBERG:

I can't make heads or tails out of this form. By the way, what do you
mean "identity crisis?"'

BILLIE:

Couldn't eat, couldn't sleep

OMBERG:

You said "I wanted to kick down walls, dance in wet cement" — is that
right?

BILLIE:

(grim silence)

OMBERG:

Where do you live?

BILLIE:

In an apartment.

OMBERG:

Well, I hope you lock up before you go to bed. Always remember that.

BILLIE:

I will.

OMBERG:

Take care of yourself. That will be fifty dollars, Miss Mape.

t

(SHE gives him money, moves to telephone, lights go down on
OMBERG)
BILLIE:

Someone said to £
TV Omberg. My girlfriend. That man gets on my
nerves. As if that wasn t enough, my mother called, just as she does every
Sunday night. That was because I wasn't coming home.
(PHONE. The voice of the mother is OMBERG'S voice in a
weak disguise)

BILLIE:

Mother! How are you?
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OMBERG:

I'm fine dear. How are you?

BILLIE:

Oh, I'm all right. How are the children?

OMBERG:

They're fine. Is everything OK?

BILLIE:

I guess so. How's Grandmother?

OMBERG:

She's fine. Don't worry about anything, dear.

BILLIE:

I won't.

OMBERG:

If something's wrong, or you don't feel well, maybe you should come
home. Strangers . ..

BILLIE:

What, Mom?

OMBERG:

Don't worry about anything.

BILLIE:

Mom ... I should come home?

OMBERG:

If you want to, you can.

BILLIE:

I don't want to. I'm too old.
(BILLIE hangs up phone and returns to office)

OMBERG:

At our last session, Miss Mapes, you concluded by saying you hked
chicken soup better than sex. What did you mean by this?

BILLIE:

Stop me if I say anything neurotic, but to tell you the truth Dr. Omberg
chicken soup is the only thing one can be sure of today. I think we re all
searching for some kind of . ..

OMBERG:

Soup?

BILLIE:

Security! Recently, I had a dream, and I wouldn't bring it up except I
think it means something. (SHE moves away again) I dreamed I was in a
field and it was dark. In the middle of this field was a violet
just one
I'm wearing a white dress and dancing ballet when all of a s"dden» sme
something like lavender and I know there's a violet somewhere. And sure
enough, there it was, right in the middle of the field. The violet said hello,
I ate it, and then I woke up.
.I

BILLIE.
people in the concentration camps. I've seen lynchmob books, too.
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I know it's childish, Dr. Omberg, but just walk out into the street or pick
up a newspaper. Suppose they drop the atomic bomb. Some people say
the world is going to end. Those murders in the park began to frighten me.
And when I'm out at night on the street, I feel something heavy and
rotten in the air. Sometimes, I even think I'm a witch. As if it was all my
3
fault.
OMBERG:

You seem to think you're the queen of the world!

BILLIE:

Yes. And if I had a choice between being a queen and a witch, I'd be a
queen. I don t want to make mkistakes and be hated! Whatever I do,
that's how you tell what I am. Jean Paul Sartre.

OMBERG:

Miss Mapes, you seem to be in a rut. Why are you so hung up on good and
evil? At a certain point, everyone in life begins to go someplace. They get
a job, they carry a certain kind of bag - a pocketbook, a hatbox, a
briefcase. They marry or they don't, have children, etcetera. This is what
goes on forever.
(HE leaves office and steps onto train)

BILLIE:

I grew up in the suburbs, surrounded by big trees, wide lawns, and large
stores. I used to drive the car out at night and bring back toys and clothes.
Then to sleep in my clean room with my family all around me.
It must have been in the suburbs that I learned to want everything, and to
travel. So when I moved to New York, I began to ride on the subway at
night, looking over at the romantic, tragic faces of the bums, or out the
windows at the bridges, just riding and riding.
(The train makes
OMBERG)

stop and BILLIE gets on, noticing

BILLIE:

Where are you going?

OMBERG.

Oh, I don't know.

BILLIE:

Are you still tired and disillusioned?

OMBERG:

I'm leaving town. Everyone I know is crazy.

BILI.IE:

Where to?

OMBERG:

The country — I don't know.

BILLIE.

Ever been to Paris?

OMBERG

Oh, yes.

BILLIE:

What was it like?
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OMBERG:

Exciting, romantic, expensive. Those ten days and eleven nights were the
best in my life.

BILLIE:

I've got to go to Paris and get it over with! I'm twenty years old and I've
never done anything!

OMBERG:

No passport. We could get off at my apartment. There's some cake there.
It's a studio — efficiency — maybe you'd like to cook something.

BILLIE:

I wasn't kidding about going to Paris.

OMBERG:

Then here — take this money. Remember, you're very lucky, very pretty.
Buy yourself some nice dresses, maybe a yellow cashmere sweater. You
never know.

BILLIE:

I think this is my stop.
(BILLIE steps from the train and disappears. OMBERG tries to
follow)

OMBERG:

I came through the revolving door of a very nice hotel and all of a sudden
I find myself in a pleasant meadow which seems quite familiar. Something
interests me here. My permanent headache seems to have gone away. (HE
puts on a colorful cap.)
There's no one whatsoever around. Suppose I drink a martini for
breakfast. The food would taste different. In fact, everything would be
different if everything tasted different.
(BILLIE enters, singing and yodeling)

OMBERG:

Auf wiedershein, frauleirv! Commet ca-va?

BILLIE:

Two foreign languages! How wise, how sophisticated! Can you change this
into American money?

OMBERG:

What naive simplicity! What simplistic naivete!

BILLIE:

Are you really foreign, or just affected?

OMBERG:

Why ask questions? I like you, my little maideloch. Come and sit by this
little fountain.

BILLIE:

I don't have time. I'm looking for beauty and truth. I'm on my way to
Paris to hear music as it should be played, taste sublime food, live life as it
should be lived. I was hoping you'd tell me how to get there.

OMBERG:

Nein, Nyet and no. I am new here myself. I don't know nothink about it.

BILLIE:

You said you were once in Paris.
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OMBERG:

Ah, yes, but on another level — that's what I meant.

BILLIE:

What are all these books doing here? Books about everything — books
books about travel — autobiographies —books about
about you
psychiatry, (panicked) everything's just books!

OMBERG:

They're symbolic, (takes a small pair of cymbals and crashes them softly)

BILLIE:

The soup?

OMBERG:

A symbol, (crash) There's every reason to be depressed.

BILLIE:

I must go see Paris! When you go to a foreign country, you should meet
new people, have adventures. Live with a family. Learn a new foreign
language . . .

OMBERG:

What foreign languages do you speak?

BILLIE:

Music, French, shorthand, (a desperate pause) It's you, isn't it, Dr.
Omberg. Come on, take off that cap.

OMBERG:

Your case is very interesting. It needs something, however.

BILLIE

Why do you always keep popping up, Dr. Omberg? I'm very tired. I'm not
used to this. This sunlight, these circumstances. I'm just a regular,
ordinary girl.

OMBERG:

How can a regular, ordinary girl go to Paris?

BILLIE:

Maybe if I borrowed your cap!

OMBERG:

IT'S MY CAP!

t

(HE turns angrily to leave)
BILLIE:

Just a minute, Dr. Omberg! I just want to find somebody who's not at all
like me, but different . . . and still a lot the same. Everything would be all
right if you would just tell me a secret. Something you've never told
anyone else. I wouldn't tell anyone.

OMBERG:

If I knew the way to Paris, I'd tell you.
(OMBERG returns to train and BILLIE walks slowly as she speaks
to a new area of the stage)

BILLIE:

It was one spring afternoon. The afternoon is the most necessary time of
day, and the spring is the most necessary time of year.- In the morning,
there are always things to do, even if it's only sleep or read the paper, and
in the evening, there's movies, T.V., or homework. But the afternoon,
they leave up to you.
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Well, I was walking in town where there were all kinds of people I didn't
know very well. And that's when I thought to myself
you re invisible.
Overnight, the season had changed, but you had woken up late and put on
winter clothes, even though it was now spring.
OMBERG:

Everyone walked past you and soon, you completely disappeared.

BILLIE:

I went into a drugstore and ordered a cup of coffee and next to me was a
man and a woman and the man said .. .

OMBERG:

Delores, I love you . . .

BILLIE:

And you were so sad that you cried into your coffee and couldn't even
drink it. And you thought, why don't I look like that woman? If I have a
headache, does my head feel the same as that woman's? You know what
you were. You were out of place. It was your identity crisis. Norman
Vincent Peale could have told you that. But you got sick of it. You got
sick of wasting money on coffee and not being able to drink it.

OMBERG:

Don't cry! You're lucky! You're pretty! Billie!

BILLIE:

Just a minute, Jerome! I'm coming! And then the sun went down and you
thought it was finally time to go for a walk in the park in the spring
evening. You expected so many things to happen once you ... once you .

OMBERG:

(at door) Well, here I am. Right on time. You look nice.

BILLIE:

You look nice, too, Jerome. Jerome ... I'm sorry, but I have a headache
and I can't go.

OMBERG:

Oh, I'm awfully sorry . . . would you like something from the drugstore?

BILLIE:

No thanks. I guess I ought to turn in.

OMBERG:

There's a bum out in front of the drugstore selling pencils. I got you one.
Here. Goodnight.
(HE exits)

BILLIE:

Good night. Jerome! Come back! I swear I'll try. I'll tell you something
that makes sense. I know I could, if you'd only come back. I m getting so
nervous, I can't relax. Every word I say seems worthless. I can't stand to
be in this room any more!

OMBERG:

Billie!

BILLIE:

I'm afraid to go out there, Jerome! There's so much I didn't take care of.
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OMBERG:

Come on, Billie! It's me, Jerome! But I don't see you.
(Leaving room BILLIE shuts door. There is a faint crash of
cymbals)

BILLIE:

Here I am. I'm so miserable. I borrowed this dress.

OMBERG:

Tonight is the night you sleep in my bed.

BILLIE:

But I'm only a teenager, Jerome. Don't they know that?

OMBERG:

Come on. We'll go to the movies. Then we'll go to the park and I'll put my
arms around you and you'll come to me. In the dark. Under all the trees.

BILLIE:

What trees? (pause) all right, I'll go.

OMBERG:

I'll love you, you will think of me, and you will wonder what happened.
And maybe, I'll tell you a secret.
(lights to darkness, then up to dim, as late at night)

BILLIE:

And was I really there? And were you?

OMBERG:

Yes.

BILLIE:

And were you the same person?

OMBERG:

Of course I was.

BILLIE:

And was I?

OMBERG:

Yes.

BILLIE:

I knew it was dark because I couldn't see anything but you, and I saw you
and felt you all the time. But I was still worried, and not too calm.

OMBERG:

You were calm.

BILLIE:

I guess I was. Your hand, your arm was on my bed. And on me. And you
had no watch.

OMBERG:

No watch.

BILLIE:

And I almost cried.

OMBERG:

Goodnight, Billie

t

(HE walks toward darkness)
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I don't remember exactly how it felt or what happened. I just remember
the movie.
(BILLIE back in her room, in bed)
BILLIE:

At dawn, you left. And by the time the sun came up, I had fallen asleep,
feeling a'strange, warm, heavy feeling. Time passed. And I found I had
slept till the next night. Suddenly, I sat up. It was like no night I had ever
seen. The wind was blowing, and strangest of all, it was blowing right into
my room. Papers from the street were blowing back and forth, trash cans
and old hats came flying across my room and dogs and cats ran through!
(SOUNDS)
How in the world did it happen? Jerome! Someone s coming in here! It s
the bum!
(BUM appears at window. It is DR. OMBERG hunched and
contorted like an old man. He speaks in a harsh, cracked voice,
this time, virtually unrecognizable)

OMBERG:

I am seventy years old! You are fifty years younger than that. Get out of
your room. You could climb through this windda.

BILLIE:

Stop! Don't pull me out! I'm not ready - something must be wrong.

OMBERG:

There was a woman raped on this street. A breadline formed on this
block, and a woman stood out here at this address watching her house
burn down. Third degree burns, everything gone. You don't know what
this world is like, Missy, and you know why? Ya ain't experienced it.
Parmisi, lives down stairs from me? Lost his leg in the war, begs out in
front of the railroad station. Doesn't even have a hat to keep his bald head
warm. Doesn't even have a lousy cap. Sickness, hunger, war and problems.
Read about it every day in the magazines and papers. The whole republic
is a big mess. You think you've got some big deal? You didn't even do
nothing!

BILLIE:

Don't you remember how happy I was a few weeks ago? Laughing? Get
out and leave me alone or I'll call the police.

OMBERG:

Entitled. Entitled. Yez all think yer entitled. Ill tell you what yer entitled
to. N-O-T-H-I-N-G. Get back in yer room. Yer good for nothing. All ya do
is whine! I'm sick of it.

BILLIE:

I just need a little time, and in a little while, 111 start over again. Because
I've come to a juncture and I'm sick of it. . . what should I do;

OMBERG:

You came out! And you gotta get used to it!
(HE shoves her and as he does so, there is a crash of thunder and
a great flash of white light, cymbals. BILLIE looks upward in
anguish and screams during the melee)
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BILLIE:

YOU EXPECT ME TO GO THROUGH FIFTY MORE YEARS OF THIS?
I HOPE IT GETS BETTER AS IT GOES ALONG!
(Suddenly, the lights come up to a warm, friendly dawn and
BILLIE recognizes OMBERG)
Jerome! Look at that. It's you.

OMBERG:

Quite true, here I am.

BILLIE:

Well, that's a juncture and you were in it.

OMBERG:

This is some chicken soup. I think we could both use a drink. (HE pours
two cups from thermos) By the way, there's a rose growing out of your
bosom.
(SHE produces the rose, a soft crash of cymbals)
Goodnight.
(BILLIE gets back on the train. The sound of birds, as
the sky grows lighter.)

BILLIE:

After a juncture, all you do is wait. (Drowsy, BILLIE falls asleep as the
train softly begins to move)
THE END

*
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January
(for Carolyn Monka)
Unprepared, I was, for this
snowless winter evening walk,
a faded X-ray where trees
nerve fibers with ganglion ends
pulse the whole synaptic sky.
Not a feeling but a thought
I woke to: gray fog again and ground
stitched by frost. The birds
have left the lawn untouched. The sky
sometimes is shadowed with them.
In the back of my mind I still
can remember advice, the voice,
"get in the warm." My collar
up, my fly zipped, my beard
softens the impact of wind.

_ David Bergman
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DECEMBER ECLOGUE
The boy from the agency came as usual at noon, letting himself into the house, leaving
his hat and coat by the door. He lifted the old man out of his bedclothes, dressed him, sat
him in his chair, and after covering him with an old blue quilt, wheeled him into the
parlor next to the window, where he enjoyed talking to himself and watching the snow
fall. Collins made tea in the kitchen, pacing back and forth by the window until the water
boiled. He brought the tea service out to Ernst and poured for him. Then he sat down and
looked around at the state of the room.
There was no fire, only dust in the hearth from the evening before. On a large wooden
secretary some papers lay disarrayed, and ink had spilled and spread into a black puddle.
Behind and above this ruin a photograph of a young woman stood propped, a picture of a
woman with white skin and black hair drawn away from her face into a hive.
"Her eyes are blue amid all that black and white." said Ernst, in his old dream-like
way. His eyes were closed and his white hair was scattered. "I never spoke as truly to
another woman. I told her everything, Collins. I bought lace dresses and watched her
dance in them. I've told you about Mamie. She wouldn't marry me."
What sin have I committed, Ernst, she said. We're not married. What sin? There was
trouble, she came to him less frequently. After that she only traded letters, writing in an
increasingly bold style, asking for money, reassuring him of her love. She quoted
Emerson. She asked, hadn't she become a spirit in his mind, of sweet and solid wisdom.
So he sent money, but moved away. Now his stiff hands spilled the ink whenever he tried
to write, and his voice failed when he told the story over, even to the absent-minded
Collins.
"I should make a fire," Collins said. He took logs from the bin, spread tinder and
brought flame out of the dust, and soon the logs caught, blazed, and began to warm the
room.
"I dream about her, do you know that?"
"Yes, sir, I do."
"Always the same dream. I'm sitting in my chair, just as I am now. The wind is
blowing and rain is pouring down. In slips Mamie, from the rain I suppose. Her hair is wet
and hanging down, but she always smiles. She lakes off her wet things. Come sit here, I
say, and I slap my thigh just a little. She does. She cries a little, and says that she doesh't
deserve me. Then I am happy and proud. Then she announces that she is leaving, because
I am too good for her. She stands up and I can't reach her."
"She isn't faithful to me, Collins," said Ernst.
"She doesn't love you, sir. You should find another woman." Collins played with a
poker among the ashes.
"You're too young to understand. She loves me, but the life would be too difficult."
Ernst gazed at the snow. A man and a woman were slogging through the street outside.
He tapped the window but they didn't hear. "I love a woman who has black hair, black
like a crow, but she doesn't love me." He turned to Collins, who was staring out the
window himself. "I allowed her to see other men because she loved to dance. Now she's
unfaithful. Collins, what can I do? The boy didn't answer. "Get my letters from the
drawer."
Collins took a sheaf of papers from the desk and laid them in front of Ernst. The old
man touched his glasses, and opened each old leaf slowly.
"This one I wrote in April, the year before the war. Poetry, pure poetry. I can't even
manage a pen now, Collins. My voice is hoarse as straw. Crow's feet on my eyes."
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"Of course, sir."
"My mind is still sound, you know that. And soon, I'll have you copy out my
memoirs. There was a comet the year I met Mamie. We saw it one night along the river.
Those years are lost. I don't know where to begin."
"Begin with your nap, sir. Let's get you to bed." Collins slipped behind Ernst to steer
him to his room. He looked out into the street again, and saw a girl coming slowly toward
the porch. He put up his hand for a signal.
"I'd like you to attend to my papers, Collins. You know where to find them. Make
any corrections you think I might like, and next time we'll discuss them."
"Please loosen your straps there, sir, so I can lift you."
"The letters are my children, you know that."
Collins turned back the bedclothes and undressed the old man, slipping the long
nightgown over his head. The old man lay back and Collins drew the coverlet toward his
heat!.

"Wake me before you go," said Ernst, looking long and dimly at the boy. Collins
turned away as he let the dark blanket fall over the old man's eyes, and strode from the
room, moving quickly through the parlor where the fire burned low, taking his cap and
coat quietly from the chair, walking toward the muffled stamping of small feet in the
daylight.
Author:
Kerry Pechtor
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When his body aches
When his body aches
for sleep
Cries to him
for sleep,
He turns in his chair
saying
Disperse. Begone.
Trouble me no more.
Yet that crying creature
Hangs still from his shoulders,
A pale flag soaked with rain,
Cold and shivering.
Weak.
He tries to stay
And he cannot.
When his corpse beckons
He comes.
He cannot help but come.

The Bus

1

There are days that come
creeping from the east
that empty me out.
I will sit all the day,
my image broken in the mirror
before me,
my eyes shut.
Outside this hollow, yellow thing
the weeds nod to each other
and the wind
sliding between these rusted windows
turns the shredded seats
about forever.
In the broken cockpit
I shall wait
for the diesel noise
that shall shake the rust
from the floorboards
and cough me from this dream.
— Michael Davis
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Friendship
White
within me
a frail shape gathers.
I feel the cloud form
like a charmed flower.
Of this cup
with delicate petals
I would drink . . .
yet how often
have my lips
formed about conceit

Light, Field, and River
Lace in mild fire
the rows fall and veil the land . . .
A slow burnish in descent
A sheer screen . . .
Upon my scant arm
in evening the sleeve falls
and all the gold grass
and wave bathe me.

Tree
One in the dark glade
extends a rare form
The black fluent sticks
are adrift. They lift
where the dark
hunter green cloud
arranges them . . .
A burn has begun
to suffuse this affair;
Autumn is on
and the sun is plunging.
Candelebra, I will pluck
your bough.
— Cheryl Rubino
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Ross Posnock
"The Collected Poems of Frank O'Hara"
Edited by Donald Allen, with an introduction by John Ashberry
586 pp. New York: Alfred A. Knopf, $17.50.
When poet Frank O'Hara was killed in an accident on Fire Island in 1966 at the age
of 40, he left behind a relatively small body of work; only a few slim volumes of
verse. Now all of his existing poems have been gathered and published in one volume.
Amazingly his collected work runs to over five hundred pages, consisting of more than
Five hundred poems.
A legendary and inspirational man, O'Hara's vitality and wholly original artistry has
influenced a great many younger poets. He was a leader of the "New York School" of
poets, and was deeply involved in the New York art scene, working as a curator at the
Museum of Modern Art from 1951 until his death.
O'Hara's approach to composition, as well as his aesthetic, is profoundly informal
and spontaneous. He wrote on the run, at work, at parties; whenever he had a free
moment. One volume, called "Lunch Poems", consisted mainly of poems written
during his lunch hour. His other major collection was aptly titled, "Meditations In An
Emergency".
The fiercely anti-academic, totally unliterary anti-poetry of O'Hara rejects every
standard poetic device. He once wrote: "I don't believe in God, so I don't have to
make elaborately sounded structures ... I don't even like rhythm, assonance, all that
stuff. You just go on your nerve."
When a poet rejects all traditional elements of his art, he can fall back on only one
thing - the strength and uniqueness .of his own temperament. The risk of tiresome
self-indulgence runs high, but O'Hara, blessed with innate verbal brilliance, and a truly
extraordinary personality, is always compelling. In reading hundreds of his poems, a
grueling test for any poet and reader, one is consistently charmed by the humanity,
generosity, love, and humor of the man. O'Hara was a romantic in the best sense of
the word — heroic and hopeful; and the ultimate value of his poetry is that it serves to
reveal a supremely special man. His poetry proclaims that:
The beauty of America, neither cool jazz nor devoured Egyptian heroes, lies in
lives in the darkness I inhabit in the midst of sterile millions
the only truth is face to face, the poem whose words become your mouth
and dying in black and white we fight for what we love, not are
O Hara's poems being stripped of invention, are a diary of the soul of a man
wonderfully alive and alert to the worlds of art, movies, and music; the special rhythm
of New York City, and the constant circle of friends to whom he dedicated and wrote
the large majority of his poems. His poems could be as glib as this one entitled
"Walking To Work".
It's going to be the sunny side
from now
on. Get out, all of you.
This is my traffic over the night
. . . I'm becoming
the street.
Who are you in love with?
me?
Straight against the light I cross.
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I think its goodbye to a lot of things like Christmas
and the Mediterranean and halos and meteorites and villages
full of damned children well its goodbye then as in Strauss
or some other desperately theatrical venture its goodbye
to lunch to love to evil things and to the ultimate good as "well"
The strange career of a personality begins at five and ends
forty minutes later in a fog the rest is just a lot of stranded
ships honking their horns full of joy-seeking cadets in bloomers
and beards its okay with me but must they cheer while they honk
it seems that breath could easily fill a baloon and drift away
scaring the locusts in the straggling grey of living dumb
exertions then the useful noise would come of doom of data
turned to elegant decoration like a strangling prince once ordered
no there is no precedent of history no history nobody came before
nobody will ever come before and nobody ever was that man
you will not die not knowing this is true this year
O'Hara pinpointed the essential quality of his own work when, in a tribute to his
friend, artist Larry Rivers, he wrote: "what his work has always had to say to me, I
guess, is to be more keenly interested while I'm still alive. And perhaps this is the most
important thing art can say."
To be interested, aware, attentive, in love; in short to be engaged. These are the
focuses of his life and art. In a few poems he transcends engagement to create
something immortal. One such transcendent performance is "To the Harbormaster ,
one of the great poems of our time. It is reprinted below in its entirety.
I wanted to be sure to reach you;
though my ship was on the way it got caught
in some moorings. I am always tying up
and then deciding to depart. In storms and
at sunset, with the metallic coils of the tide
around my fathomless arms, I am unable
to understand the forms of my vanity
or / am hard alee with my Polish rudder
in my hand and the sun sinking. To
you I offer my hull and the tattered cordage
of my will. The terrible channels where
the wind drives me against the brown lips
of the reeds are not all behind me. Yet
I trust the sanity of my vessel; and
if it sinks, it may well be in answer
to the reasoning of the eternal voices,
the waves which have kept me from reaching you.
and as profound and dramatic as "For The Chinese New Year and For Bill Berkson".
This poem, one of O'Hara's most striking and ambitious works, attempts to sum up
the hopes and meaning of his entire generation. Below are the concluding stanzas of
the long poem:
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HAIKU POEMS
Weeping silently,
Woman kneels amid fresh blooms
Sparrow soft alights
Poem on rice paper
Falls into silent clear pond.
Gone, but poem remains.
I look in and out:
Infinite forms, endless change,
Briskly-moving clouds.
Darkness lines cold forms;
Stark steeples and bare tree-limbs,
Fingers toward the moon.
(for Susan)
At frozen midnight
Red and black together burn:
Driftwood's afire.
— Kevin Martin

t
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my advice to Rotor
initial moves are dangerous
they are the ones which
first catch the eye —
a step, an echo, rustling in the grass —
the first move leaves the imprint
of crosshairs on the forehead.
make no first moves
just second — move along
move, flow, move
flow, follow, move along
offer a small target
and the chances of
getting hit
decline
— David Erickson

t
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The Visit
Your baggage is white. Open on the bed.
You are an American Tourister.
You sit in your athletic way
to take your hair down in the mirror.
You are calm.
I part your dress with the motion
you brought in with the frozen weather
and the air plows white,
with you, unfolding.
I am distracted.
Winter seems not the season.
The bed is a tangle of snow now,
your feet cold to touch.
Lying back, I fear
we raise dark angels in the sheets.
— Kerry Pechter
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Christopher Marlowe and the "Fatal Labyrinth" of Modernity
I
For the classical political thinker — whether a Platonist, an Aristotelian, or a
Thomist — the search for justice was of first importance. After examining the many
imperfect attempts at embodying justice to be found in the regimes of this world, the
philosopher would attempt to construct a regime that was purely just. And although
this regime could exist only in speech, it served as a faultless model to which all
temporal cities could be compared.
But in 1514, an obscure Florentine ex-bureaucrat wrote that
. . . many have imagined republics & principalities which heve never
been seen or known to exist in reality; for how we live is so far
removed from how we ought to live, that he who abandons what is
done for what ought to be done, will rather learn to bring about his
own ruin than his preservation.
If there is some recognizable phenomenon called "modernity/' then surely this passage,
in which is implied the separation of ethics from politics, physics from metaphysics, is
its inauguration. Instead of contemplating the cosmic order, man now acts; the end of
this action is what Machiavelli calls "the desire to acquire" glory and riches.
Christopher Marlowe knew this; that the England of the 1590's was caught between
the old-world view of the Middle Ages — informed by the teachings of Aristotle — and
the Renaissance outlook of the "New Men" is common knowledge to historians — and,
for that matter, to any reader of Shakespeare. In parts one and two of Tamburlaine
Marlowe had delineated the character of the man who seeks martial glory. In The Jew
of Malta he turns his attention to those moved by passion for wealth. Machiavelli's
soul has "flown beyond the Alps,"^ wafted, doubtless, by "the wind that bloweth all
the world besides: Desire of gold." Barabas, the play's main character, tells us that
not political power but wealth is all that is "honored now." For, since "might first
made Kings" whose "laws . . . were writ in blood," and because "nothing violent . . .
can be permanent," political and legal processes are to be side-stepped unless the
situation renders their use either expedient or unavoidable. Hence, in Act I, scene 1,
Barabas tells us that the Turks can "combat, conquer and kill all/So they spare me, my
daughter, my wealth!" In the same scene he appears before the Senate not out of a
public spirited desire to join in common deliberation about the threatened Turkish
siege of Malta, but to look "unto Myself." Later in the play, he cynically prates about
the value of law after framing Friar Jacomo for a murder that Barabas instigated. He
appeals to "law" once again in the final act in an attempt to escape punishment at the
hands of Ferneze, Malta's governor. Finally, when he himself (temporarily) wins the
title of governor — by virtue of a combination of chance and necessity — he wishes to
divest himself of his official robes as soon as possible^ so as to make "a profit of my
policy." For Barabas, "policy" has come to mean not just political machinations (as it
did in Act I) but all form of clever action, especially those prompted by love of
money and/or revenge.
Policy must be formulated with a view to the immediate situation: "Slip not thine
opportunity," he reminds himself. Machiavelli's teaching on opportunity or Furtuna is
that it is an "impetuous river which, nonetheless, "men can make provision against" by
such artifices as "dykes and banks." The metaphor has not been borrowed from nature
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randomly; with the passing of the belief m a meaningful universal order «
"What more may heaven do for earthly man / Than thus to pour out plenty in their
laps / Ripping the bowels of the earth for them / Making the ™
the winds / to drive their substance with successful blasts?'
From his Persian sh p
to the elaborate trap he rigs for the Turkish commander, Calymath, Barabas is much

T^n:Tot^^.»*

a radical individualism arises: to the conquest of natures added the
*
men. With few exceptions, Marlowe's characters reflect this and once again, Barabas ^
the most extreme case in point. He is a miser; his cargo is transportedcheapy
"crazed vessel(s)." He loses his entire fortune (albeit temporarily) when he refuses to
give up half to help pay the Turks; who have come to collect overdue tribute, when
^daughter recovers "part of it his glee is unrestrained. In all his action, h* motto*
"Ego mihimit sum semper proximus" - I always think of myself i .
treasure-caches of nature and mankind are to be ransacked for personal gain,
of life is to "inclose / Infinite riches in a small room"
Interestingly, the deepest insight featured in Marlowe's desmption of the modern
world is voiced by a drunken, whoring, brutal slave. In scene 3 of Act III Ithamore
bragging to his "love," Bellamira and her pimp, tells about his part in the
of fhe nuns and the strangling of Friar Bernardine, done at the Jew's behest. Dictating
a blackmail message to be delivered to his former master, he says,
Bid him deliver / thee a thousand crowns, by the same token, that the
nuns loved rice, and Friar Bernardine slept in his own / clothes . . .
(the pimp): Let me alone urge it, now I know the meaning.
(Ithamore): The meaning has a meaning.
The meaning of the second "meaning" in that cryptic line can be found by recalling
lh^rLTm!r ccneCS4, Barabas, furious that his daughter has entered a nunn D,
S
outlines his plan for destroying the sisters with poisoned nce por idge^He explains
Ithamore that on St. Jacques' Even the faithful send alms to the nunnery.

There's a dark entry . . . where the nuns take it in, / Where they must
neither see the messenger, / Nor make inquiry who hath sent it them.
(Ithamore): How so?
(Barabas): Belike, there is some ceremony in t.
In the second murder scene, Ithamore is distressed because Do' w^.t 1
F™
Bernardine) will not strip himself, / Nor go to bed, but sleepy°wn rfotlhes
isn't accustomed to murdering men in their sleep who aren t properly attired. Barabas
reassures him "No. 'tis but an order which friars use.
Thus Ithamore is twice instructed on religious custom. It is t en c: ear a '
tells Bellamira's pimp that his "meaning has a meaning he is assocrating hu ^ackma
notes with ceremony of custom. But that is not all; what Marlowe
**
implying here, in linking Ithamore s act,°™J' ffJ
rch
officials
often
as
chu
customs, is a twofold commentary on his times.
y
w-pu:nvAiijfln counsel of
corrupt as Ithamore and friends but, more importan y, e
. n Undeniably,
betrayal and material acquisition has become in a sense, the n
J
' attempting
to "inclose / Infinite riches in a small room" is one (paradoxical?) way of attempting
to gain the absolute.
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In this doctrine, virtuousness is defined negatively in Act II: "... be thou void of
these affections — / compassion, love, vain hope, and heartless fear. / Be moved at
nothing. See thou pity none." This corresponds strikingly with a list Machiavelli gives
in Chapters XV
XVIII of The Prince, in which he values miserliness over liberality,
cruelty over compassion, lying over trustworthiness, fierceness over effeminacy and
unbelief over faith
with an added counsel of, yes, hypocrisy: one must by all means
seem to be good while ruthlessly getting and holding power. And what is sin for the
New Faithful? It is as Marlowe has Machiavel inform us in the Prologue: "there is no
sin but ignorance."

II
Marlowe evokes this world vision brilliantly. His characters include some of the
most determined charlatans and hypocrites in Western literature. Barabas — who tells
us that he learned to dissemble in Florence, Machiavelli's hometown — upon being
called into Ferneze's presence in the Senate, feigns ignorance, poverty and ends up
comparing himself, or rather, raising himself above Job in his capacity to endure
torment, only to tell us that he has had extra cash stashed away for just such an
eventuality all the time. He then proceeds to lecture his daughter on how "a
counterfeit profession is better than unseen hypocrisy"! In his dealings with his
fellow villian, Ithamore, he evinces similar fakery. After inventing a mythic past of
murderous night-wanderings so as to gauge his newly-purchased slave's reactions, he
^oes on to adopt Ithamore as his "only heir," almost simultaneously muttering a
threat to "pay (him) with a vengeance" for his efforts after Barabas' purposes have
been served. By taking a sleeping potion so as to avert execution by the Turks, the
Jew even manages to fake Death
once. Barabas is forever making asides; by the use
of this technique Marlowe not only saves his audience from the confusion suffered by
many of his main character's victims, but also reinforces our impression of the Jew's
personality. For his style of speaking augments his actions; both are furtive,
insinuating, on the sly.
Marlowe is nothing if not ecumenical; in this play, Christians are as corrupt as Jews.
Femeze, while professing Christian principles and public responsibility, is really
bring(ing) . . . Scripture to confirm his wrongs." Moreover, when he sees that
Barabas' wealth is more than enough to pay the tribute owed to the Turks, he casually
decides "well take order for the residue." In a subsequent act — after lengthy
protestations about his respect for the treaty with Turkey — he sells out to the
Spaniards when they promise to rescind the debt in exchange for rule of Malta.
Suddenly, the Turks are "Barb'rous" and "misbelieving." And, rivalling Barabas'
sententiousness before Abigail, he adds "Honor is bought with blood and not with
gold!"
Those holy men, the friars, are reminiscent of the aficionados of venery found in
Medieval writings. When Abigail first asks to become a nun (this time it is at her
father's suggestion — Barabas attempts to use all those around him in his schemes), the
men of God make puns about her "spirit." The next time we see them, after the
poison has done in most of the nuns, they are lamenting this tragedy, but especially
the demise of one called "fair Maria." After guaranteeing that Abigail's confession in
Act in, sc. 3, will not be revealed to anyone ("the cannon law forbids it"), Bernardine
soon lets Jacomo, Barabas and Ithamore in on his intelligence. And when Abigail dies,
the friar "witnesses" not only that she "die(s) a Christian," but "a virgin too; that
grieves me most. Finally, when the two friars, seemingly bent on justice, descend on
the Jew, their righteous splutterings are quickly reduced to a farcical brawl by Barabas'
offering up of his soul and, especially, his money to the Cause of Christ.
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Nor does Marlowe indulge in any sentimental, patronizing description of the lower
strata of society. Ithamore lies to Barabas about his affinity for Jews and eventually
betrays his master. Bellamira and Pilia-Borsa, her pimp, are also con artists and in
many ways, very successful ones - until they are killed by a man who is a shade
cleverer.
In a "society" packed with dissemblers from the governor's palace to the brothels,
without transcendent standards, but, instead, with the self-aggrandizement of the
individual as its goal, petty pride becomes
common trait. Barabas is genuinely
offended when Ithamore makes scurrilous comments about his personal hygiene.
Katherine, the mother of a young nobleman named Mathias, snubs JeWfe. Even
Bellamira's ungainly kept man thinks of himself as a "tall man" with a "terrible
countenance."
The only recourse open to 'the insulted and the injured' in such a world is revenge.
It is important to see that, while the Jew and his rivals can be very calculating, their
motives are not usually rational and their careful plans are not always based on
lucidity of vision. The most stunning instance of this is Barabas' decision to destroy his
daughter. Upon learning that Abigail has re-entered the nunnery — this time with
sincere intentions — he rants that she is "false and unkind," and plans her death. The
tact is that Abigail has been, if anything, not unkind but markedly restrained; nor has
she betrayed him — in fact, she has covered up for him. In having her murdered,
Barabas destroys the one possible (though very weak) restraining influence on him echoing a theme Marlowe had used in the second Tamburlaine pipy.
The dual motivation of Marlowe's characters — a studied selfishness and a rancor
growing out of vainglory — is the basis of the dramatic action. The structure of the story
•s far removed from the simplicity of the playwright's account of Tamburlaine's
ventures. When Abigail, alluding to the staggering number and variety of plots she has
seen and been an accessory to, decides that her "sinful soul, alas, hath paced too long /
The fatal labyrinth of misbelief," the image she employs seems strange; it has not
occurred before and it will not be used explicitly, again. In a sense, though, the plot itself
is the symbol: a maze of plans, counterplans, knee-jerk reactions and chance. And this
yrinth is '"deed fatal to the woman who describes it, her father, and several hundred
EvpnrSfbS 7 ; ^har^cters ®nt«. wander, scheme, die - only to be replaced by others,
l3St aCt 18 not rea,ly a Pur8ation; we are left with Ferneze
snm.t 6 ^WS u
P,°US S? °H 3nd thC caPtured Turks trying to con him into releasing them.
w
!L S,!e!m, i Barabas, the man who proclaimed himself "more of the serpent than
a11 tbe better for slithering through this winding obstacle course - has the
, * °Ve,
r°Und,y g°eS the business • • •" The (mode™) human
condition annp" ? V'
seduct VP h
1 a seductively complex trap from which escape is not possible acti^rin CaUSCiKW H thC
°f IdeaS g°ne' the inte,,ect can satisfy its need for
acauisitivpnpT°ti ° r,er Way
scheming. Reason at the service of conceit and
to view thP^a 38 e*n aubst,tuted for philosophy. To read The Jew of Malta this way is
Toe™Z
fh/ ^ 3 br,,hant/ort of description/satire; a cultural - as opposed to merely
social or (m the narrow sense) political - polemic.
more than^hat^6"

^

rema'nder

°f this essay to show that Marlowe has done much
III

power. One of these tech'n"*

ZL°LiddfcX Sewo*;
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count the number of pages in The Prince, divide by tyro, and you find a very interesting
and central (in both senses) teaching about The Bible. Marlowe s play (excluding the
Prologue) takes up sixty-six pages in the Ellis edition. At the bottom of the th»rty-t lr
page is this soliloquy by Abigail, whose lover, Mathias, has been killed in a duel instigated
by Barabas:
Hard-hearted father, unkind Barabas! / Was this the pursuit of thy
policy! I To make me show them favor severally, / And by my favour they
should be slain: / Admit thou lov'dst not Lodowick for his sire, / Yet Don
Mathias ne'er offended thee: - But thou wert set upon extreme revenge, /
Because the governor disposed thee once, / And could'st not venge it, but
on his son / Nor on his son but by Mathias' means; / Nor on Mathias, but
by murdering me. / But I perceive there is no love on earth, / Pity in Jews,
or piety in Turks. (Italics mine)
Another device of esoteric writing is to use a terra repeatedly and arranging it so the
middle "mention" is crucial. In this play, "policy" appears thirteen times; this is the
seventh, the central time - adding more importance to this speech. And on the top of the
thirty-fourth page is the passage in which the Jew's daughter converts to Christianity,
rejecting the "fatal labyrinth of misbelief" in which false Jews, Christians and Modems
are confined. There are 2380 lines in the play (again, excluding the Prologue); line 1190 is
placed in between the speech and the act of conversion. These moments of absolute
clarity, placed in the middle of the middle scene of the middle act, like a geode s crystal
cluster, are surrounded by layer on layer of corruption and hypocrisy.
But Abigail goes beyond understanding. She also forgives: "O Barabas, / Though thou
deservest hardly at my hands, / Yet never shall these lips betray thy life." The lack of
piety love and pity she sees on this earth does not prompt her to retaliate with more ot
the same, but by what Saul Bellow calls "retaining the blow." In doing this, she not only
repudiates the labyrinth; she deserves to escape it. And, I would argue, in a very special
way she does.
If writing this isolated scene were all Marlowe did to hold up Abigail's position against
that of the others, his play would be open to the following decisive objection: the
esoteric style of writing is suitable for an essay, or a dialogue, and Perhaps even for a
novel or a closet drama, but not for a drama to be performed on a stage. The spectator
in the middle of the performance unless he came

by subsequent events. Indeed, considering the effect of Abigail s actions on the outcome
of the plot, it is clear that, if anything, her attempt to save her father has exactly the
opposite result from that which she intended; he is spurred only to more and greater
schemes for revenge. Marlowe's art is buried by his history.
However, as readers of the Epistle Dedicatory to The Prince and Doctor Faustus know,
both Machiavelli and Marlowe are past masters of another literary device: ,ron^^™g
allowed the central scene to be caked on both sides with lies and a hardened cynicism
Marlowe chisels it open with parody and wit. And by this use of irony he con^ J
reminds his audience of a higher vision that Barabas, Ferneze, Ithamore and company
ignore.
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For example, there are several scenes in which the playwright parodies classical forms
of literary expression. In Act II, scene 1, while waiting for his daughter to deliver his
hidden gold, Barabas alludes to the epic journey of the Jews through the desert
connecting himself with a tradition he scorns and a god he has earlier described as being
but a "Primus Motor." This mock-epic scene is reduced to a burlesque when, upon
receiving the loot, he hugs the gold bags and exults "0 girl! 0 gold! 0 beauty! 0 my
bliss!" — like manna from heaven. The scene ends (as I mentioned earlier) with Barabas
"sing(ing) o'er" his money like a "morning lark" "o'er her young." The sight of this
grotesque "mother" (with the exaggerated nose - the lark's beak?
and fright wig)
achieves the exact balance of laughter with an undercurrent of disgust that Marlowe
n
wants to evoke.'
Even more radically farcical is Ithamore's speech (in rhymed couplets, no less) to
Bellamira at the end of scene four in the fourth act:
... we shall leave this paltry land, / And sail from hence to Greece, to
lovely Greece, / I'll be thy Jason, thou my golden fleece; (!)/... Where
woods and forests go in godly green, / I'll be Adonis, thou shalt be Love s
Queen./ . . . Thou in the groves, by Dis above, / Shalt live with me and be
my love.
The last line is taken directly from Marlowe's own "A Passionate Shepherd to his Love,"
and caps a very funny parody of that poem and the entire pastoral genre. The point is
that by including mock-epics and mock-pastoral poetry, Marlowe makes his audience
think of the true epic elevation and real love in a world away from the radically corrupt
city-state of Malta.
The ironies are not always so involved; there are numerous serio-comic one-liners. This
writer's favorite occurs in the beginning of Act III when Bellamira is complaining of the
shortage of business during this time of siege — not at all like the recent past, when from
Padua, / were wont to come rare-witted gentlemen, / Scholars I mean, learned and
liberal." Marlowe is having fun with the "liberal" intellectuals of his day - the word was
associated with Machiavelli's party in Florence
who were much interested in
Renaissance ideas. The inept classical allusion has been a Marlovian favorite since (I)
Tamburlaine; in the first scene of The Jew of Malta he had Barabas tell us that he values
his "sale daughter" "as dear / as Agamemnon did his Iphigen.' Among the other ironies
employed, the assessment of Abigail as "false and unkind" has already been mentioned.
Lastly, there is Ferneze's mock-pious last line: ". . . let due praise be given / Neither to
Fate nor Fortune, but to Heaven." From Ferneze's point of view, due praise is probably
very little, but the audience is again reminded of the true piety of Abigail.
At least as memorable as the double-edged speeches is Marlowe's ironic use of imagery.
Our first sight after Machiavelli's Prologue is Barabas, "discovered in his counting house,
with heaps of gold before him." As in Tamburlaine, the gold/gem imagery is repeated
often and, also as in that most modernistic of shepherd-plays, the Elizabethan audience,
which associated such visions with divinity, is thereby reminded of the true, transcendent
end of human life — which has nothing to do with packing infinity into a small room. The
first image we are given in the entire play is that of Machiavel's flight over the Alps, the
last things to be carried through the air are the scent from Barabas' flowers ) which turns
out to be poisonous — and Barabas himself who, instead of flying over a mountain,
plummets into a cauldron of boiling oil. This fall is from a platform, the play's last and
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most elaborate human contrivance, whose collapse signifies the ease with which the New
Man's artificial world can disintegrate by the mere act of slicing a rope — a gesture
performed by an actor no more scrupulous than he.
Here we have the difference between artifice and art. Artifice and action are confined
to the always-shifting world of the historical. Abigail's words and actions are utterly
ineffectual in this realm; her love is frustrated and her life is ended. But that no longer
matters, for they have been transferred to another plane. I am not talking about heaven,
although that is a possibility, too. I am talking about ourselves. A voice raised three and a
half centuries ago is permitted a hearing long after its owner has been annihilated. And
although the audience at this hearing may be unable to accept the speaker's religious
doctrine in its entirety, the listeners will find, perhaps, that the licidity of vision which is
those words' source has been bequeathed to them, and that the charity giving rise to that
voice is extended, past the deafened petty crooks who reject it, to us. Thus we are invited
to enter into a community, the only lasting one available to men who reject the brutal
anti-community of modern historyv but are also cut off from any faith in a City of God.
Marlowe's artistry, his consummate skill as poet and playmaker, has liberated the nobility
his character and his audience would set against death from the labyrinth. And the fact
that, in bringing this off, he has — intentionally or not — appropriated many of the
stylistic touches of the man who contrived that fatal structure is no small irony in itself.
— W. Morrisey
Nov. 24, 1971
Nicollo Machiavelli,
The Prince
Footnotes
1 Nicollo Machiavelli, The Prince, Luigi Ricci translation, revised by E.R.P. Vincent,
intro. by Max Eastman, Mocern Library, New York: 1950, p. 56.

^Christopher Marlowe, The Jew of Malta, in Marlowe, Havelock Ellis, editor. All
quotes from the play are taken from this edition.
^This is for reasons taken right out of Machiavelli, The Prince, Chapter XIX: "That a
prince must avoid being despised and hated." Similarly, Barabas reasons that "Malta hates
me, and in hating me, my life's in danger."
4Marlowe,

op. cit.. Again, note the wind-imagery.

5Of

course, Marlowe is not intending a clinically accurate description of his age — this
is a work of literature, not a sociological study. Marlowe is just pushing some current
trends to what he sees as their logical conclusions — which, as we shall see, may be
farcical.
^Whether or not Marlowe knew The Prince firsthand — which, at that time, would
have required a knowledge of Italian (a language the playwright quite possibly but not
necessarily had) is, in the last analysis, not crucially important. Marlowe may have learned
that Machiavelli used esoteric techniques from Gentillet's Contre-Machiavel] he may have
inferred its use as it was a frequently-employed device in the many "courtesy books" for
the education of rulers of his day; or it all may be simply a coincidence. If the esoteric
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structure of the play was not conceived with the realization that it was also Machiavelli's
style, it remains true that the play, independent of the writer's intentions, features the
use of the enemy's own weapon against him.
7I

have, since writing this, learned that Leo Kirschbaum, a professor at Wayne State
University, has pointed out much the same thing in his very worthwhile introduction to
the play in his The Plays of C. Marlowe, Meridian Books, New York & Cleveland: 1962.
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Patrons:
Dr. G. Rodnan
Barbara Fruchter
Mrs. George Mesberg
Mr. & Mrs. Rosenberger
Mr. & Mrs. Breskin
Mr. & Mrs. Davis
Selma Suskin
Mr. & Mrs. Chung Wu
Mr. Hamilton Desaussure
Mr. T.D. Young
Mr. Burdette S. Wright, Jr.
Mr. Charles Schley
Dr. & Mrs. S.C. Atkinson
Mr. R. Blauner
Mr. Sterling Newell, Jr.
Wendy Fay Eisenberg
Mr. Leroy W. Hayman
Mr. Frank J. Andress
Mr. Robert Hillis
Mr. Martin Felder
Mr. Albert Mindlin
Mr. Gerald Frank
Dr. & Mrs. Smythe
Mr. M. Neil Macintyre
Mrs. F. Henry Berlin
Mr. George Cornwell
Mr. Julian Hayes
Mr. Stanley Norton

New Contributors

t

Susan Jack graduated from Yale Drama. She now writes television shows in Philadelphia.
Cheryl Rubino transferred to Kenyon as a junior from Catholic University. She is a
religion major and a prize-winning poetess.
Kevin Martin is a freshman. He wears a red beard.
Will Morrisey is severe.
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The Hika Prizes
to be awarded Spring 1972
The Denham Sutcliffe Prize
for Criticism
25 Dollars
The Charles Monroe Coffin Prize
for Fiction
25 Dollars
The Edgar Collins Bogardus Prize
for Poetry
25 Dollars
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